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Mast seeding, or masting, is the highly variable and spatially synchronous pro-

duction of seeds bya population of plants. The production of variable seed crops

is typically correlated with weather, so it is of considerable interest whether

global climate change has altered the variability of masting or the size of masting

events. We compiled 1086 datasets of plant seed production spanning 1900–

2014 and from around the world, and then analysed whether the coefficient of

variation (CV) in seed set, a measure of masting, increased over time. Over

this 115-year period, seed set became more variable for plants as a whole

and for the particularly well-studied taxa of conifers and oaks. The increase in

CV corresponded with a decrease in the long-term mean of seed set of plant

species. Seed set CV increased to a greater degree in plant taxa with a tendency

towards masting. Seed set is becoming more variable among years, especially

for plant taxa whose masting events are known to affect animal populations.

Such subtle change in reproduction can have wide-ranging effects on ecosystems

because seed crops provide critical resources for a wide range of taxa and have

cascading effects throughout food webs.
1. Background
Mast seeding, also called masting or masting behaviour, is the variable and syn-

chronous production of seed crops, and is found in many species of long-lived

plants [1–3]. Inter-annual variation in seed crops from perennial plant populations

is important because it drives the population dynamics of numerous seed-eaters,

with cascading consequences throughout ecosystems including effects on preda-

tors, invasive herbivores and human pathogens [4,5]. Several adaptive

hypotheses have been proposed to explain the evolution of masting, including

the satiation of seed predators [6] and increased pollination efficiency [7]. At the

same time, numerous mechanistic hypotheses have been supported in various

plant species to explain how plant populations, separated by hundreds of kilo-

metres, can produce large seed crops synchronously [3,8–10]. These mechanistic

hypotheses typically rely on weather and internal plant signals or resources to

cause variability in seed set and to synchronize seed sets among individuals

[3,9,11]. Because patterns of seed set often show close association with weather pat-

terns and resource use, there is considerable interest as to whether global change,

such as climate change, nitrogen deposition and forest decline, will affect masting.

To date, studies have relied on extrapolation from conceptual models of mast-

ing and on inference from inter-annual variation in weather and resources to

anticipate the effects of global climate change on masting [9,10,12–15]. Because

of differences in how researchers expect weather and resources to drive patterns

of masting [16,17], these studies have proposed dramatically different hypotheses

about the effects of climate change on masting ranging from more frequent mast

years [12,13], more intense masting events [13,14], less intense masting events

[10], less frequent mast years [18] and no difference in masting patterns [9]. To

some extent, the differences in these expectations may reflect actual differences
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Figure 1. (a) Records of annual seed set (n ¼ 1086) spanned the years 1900 – 2014. The longest continuous set of records from a given site was 56 years. Records
in green are conifers (Pinaceae), blue are Fagaceae ( primarily oaks and beeches) and black are all other records. (b) Sites with long-term records of seed set spanned
the world with the highest densities of records in North America, Europe, East Asia and New Zealand. (Online version in colour.)
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among plant species in how they will respond to climate change.

Some of the uncertainty, however, reflects a lack of mechanistic

understanding about how climate and resources drive seed set

[3], where resource dynamics, particularly of nutrient resources,

have been implicated as drivers of masting in addition to

weather [14,19,20]. Global distributions of resources are rapidly

changing because of CO2 increases, nutrient deposition and

land use change; models predict that any of these aspects of

global change could alter patterns of masting. While different

plant species clearly show individualistic responses to climate

and other forms of global change [21], retrospective analyses

have demonstrated clear trends in northward and upward

range shifts [22], earlier-flowering phenologies [23] and altered

species interactions [24] over the past century.

While studies have frequently considered masting a unique

reproductive strategy, plants display continuous variation in

the population-level coefficient of variation (CV) of their seed

crops [25] (electronic supplementary material S1), and this by

itself may be a key predictor of how plants may respond to a

changing climate. Those plants with the most variable seed

set often respond strongly to inter-annual differences in

weather or resources [26], whereas plants with invariable

seed sets presumably have mechanisms to reduce seed set

variability. As such, plants with highly variable seed set may

respond strongly to global change, whereas those with less

variable seed set may be able to compensate for such effects.

Masting is defined by high inter-annual variation in the

seed set of individual plants (CVi) and high synchrony (S)

between plants within a population. A high population-level

coefficient of variation in seed set (CVp) can only be achieved
with high CVi and S. Here, we analyse how masting patterns

have changed during the past century in order to directly test

whether global change has influenced masting behaviour. We

compiled a comprehensive list of plant seed set records cover-

ing the time span of 1900–2014 whose durations ranged 4–56

years (figure 1a). This resulted in a dataset of 1086 quantitative

records of seed set of 363 species of long-lived iteroparous

plants. Plants in the dataset were located at sites from across

the world, with particularly high representation from North

America, Europe, East Asia and New Zealand (figure 1b).

We ask whether CVp of seed set, or other measures of the

distribution of seed set, have changed over time. We further

ask whether changes in CVp are disproportionately caused

by changes to CVp from plant species with greater average

CVp (i.e. those with a tendency towards masting), or plants

from parts of the globe that have experienced greater direc-

tional change in climate. We finally test whether changes in

CVp of seed crops are accompanied by changes to the mean

seed crops in plants. We use these trends to articulate and

test two hypotheses, the ‘environmental stress hypothesis’

and the ‘climate variability hypothesis’, as possible causes

of changes in CVp over time.
2. Material and methods
(a) Compilation of data
We employed four techniques to assemble records of inter-annual

seed set with the goal of compiling a comprehensive list of seed/

fruit set datasets. First, we searched the Web of Science using
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combinations of search terms such as ‘inter-annual vari*’, ‘seed

set’, ‘fruit set’, ‘mast*’ and ‘seed crop*’. Second, we scanned the

references of each dataset to find additional records of seed set,

and then searched references of every subsequent dataset found.

Third, we contacted managers of forestry districts, wildlife surveys

and regional seed surveys to ask directly for access to their infor-

mation on inter-annual variation in seed set. Finally, we solicited

seed set datasets from scientists contacted through the Ecolog list-

serv (https://listserv.umd.edu/archives/ecolog-l.html, posted 5

March 2014). Inclusion of a record of seed set in our database

was contingent on several criteria that we outline in electronic sup-

plementary material S1, resulting in a dataset of 1086 quantitative

seed set records covering 363 plant species from 205 studies.

Because units of seed set varied among studies, we standardized

seed set for each time-series record to values between 0 and 100

based on the range of seed set values within that record [27].

Based on location data, we estimated nitrogen deposition [28]

and change in surface temperature [29] for each record. We used

interpolated global total nitrogen deposition estimates from [28].

These records were estimated for the early 1990s, representing

twentieth-century anthropogenic nitrogen deposition. Records

were coarse-grained (2.58), so sites within a region were often

given identical N deposition estimates. Preliminary analyses

using specific forms of N deposition (NHx and NOx forms

separately) yielded qualitatively identical results. We used global

surface temperature change estimates, comparing a baseline

period of 1900–1950 with a later period 2000–present from the

Hansen [29] model. Global temperature change values were esti-

mated at a grain size of 250 km. We used estimates of nitrogen

deposition and global temperature change to test whether changes

in CVp over time might be due to a single, global-scale driver of

global change because these factors are known to have caused

numerous changes to global ecosystems [30,31] and are closely

tied to known drivers of variation in seed set [14,32].

(b) Statistical analysis
We divided each record of seed set into 20-year time periods cor-

responding to 1900–1919, 1920–1939, 1940–1959, 1960–1979,

1980–1999 and 2000–2014. A seed set record was included in a

particular time period if it included at least four consecutive

years of seed set data within that time period. For each record

within each time period, we calculated the coefficient of variation

(CVp) of seed set as the standard deviation/mean. In addition,

we recorded the mean seed set for each time period, the skew-

ness of the distribution of seed crops for each time period, the

method of seed crop estimation and the number of individual

plants or seed traps on which the record was based.

We constructed a linear mixed model with a Gaussian error

distribution to test whether the CVp of seed set had changed

between time periods. We used subject centring to account for

differences in CVp among species and studies [33]. For this

approach, we calculated CV(p)centred as CV(p)subject*time period—

the average CV(p)subject. Plant species was considered the subject

in all analyses except for one case in which time-series record

was considered as the subject.

We included two linear fixed-effect covariates and three

random-effect covariates in each model in addition to the effect of

time period to account for potential biases among datasets. Mean

seed set in a given time period was included as a numeric covariate.

The length (number of years) of a seed set dataset within a given

time period was included to account for differences in the calcu-

lation of CVp for records of varying length. We included seed set

collection method (direct counts, seed traps, harvest records, photo-

graphs, fruit scars and timed counts) as a random effect on the

intercept to account for potential differences in CVp among data-

sets. Plant species and dataset were also included as random

effects on the intercept to account for non-independence of
observations within these categories. We weighted observations

proportionally to the square root of the number of individual

plants or traps observed for a given record, such that records

including larger samples were weighted higher.

In all mixed-model analyses, we tested the effect of time period

on log-transformed CVp of seed set because a Shapiro–Wilk test

indicated greater normality of log-transformed values (W ¼ 0.99)

than untransformed CVp (W ¼ 0.95). We constructed a null model

that was identical to the full model, but lacked time period as a pre-

dictor variable. The full and null models were compared using a

likelihood ratio test. Because time period is an ordered rather than

a continuous predictor variable, we conducted initial tests using

time period as an ordered categorical variable. These tests demon-

strated that CVp of seed set varied significantly between time

periods (x2 ¼ 53.2, d.f. ¼ 5, p , 0.001). We then specified time

period as an ordered numerical predictor to test whether CVp of

seed set had changed linearly over time. We focused our analysis

on two subsets of the full dataset to see if trends in CVp were consist-

ent within well-sampled groups of species. For these analyses, linear

mixed models were constructed as above; however, the dataset was

limited to plants in the family Fagaceae or the family Pinaceae.

Lastly, we tested whether the skewness (distribution asymmetry)

of seed set distribution, as opposed to CVp, had increased over

time. Models of skew were conducted as described above.

To test whether our method of binning seed set records into

time periods affected the observed trends in CVp of seed set, we

changed the methods for binning data by using time periods of

15 years, by offsetting time periods by 10 years (i.e. binning by

20 years, but starting in 1910 as opposed to 1900) and by includ-

ing a seed set record in a time period only if it included eight or

more years of data. Using these permutations of our binning

approach, we constructed identical mixed models as described

above, and each resulted in similar trends towards an increasing

CVp of seed set as with the above-described binning method

(electronic supplementary material S2).

In addition, we used a simulation approach to estimate the

likelihood that observed change in CVp over time was greater

than expected by chance. In this approach, we randomized the

order of time bins 1000 times and ran identical mixed-effects

models as described above to create a distribution of slopes of

the relationship between (randomized) time and CVp. We calcu-

lated the slope of CVp over time for a set of 1000 models with

randomly ordered time bins using the same approach. We then

compared the observed slope to the distribution of slopes from

the randomized models.

We calculated the change in CVp over time for the 78 plant

species with the longest records of seed set (greater than 23

years). This discarded records from all plant species whose records

did not span two or more time periods. We created a linear model

for each plant species in which CVp of seed set was predicted by the

time period as a numeric predictor and the mean seed set within

that time period. We used the model’s coefficient for time period

as an estimate of the change in CVp of seed set over time, and

then tested for patterns among plant species that explained the

change in CVp of seed set over time using a phylogenetically

informed generalized least-squares (pGLS) analysis. We assembled

a phylogeny of plant taxa with seed set records using phylomatic

[34], and trimmed a recent large, time-calibrated plant phylogeny

[35] to the taxa represented in our dataset. We specified a Brownian

motion model of trait evolution as the expected covariance in the

pGLS analysis and used multiple pGLS regression to test whether

change in CVp over time was related to (i) the mean CVp of seed set

over the entire period of observation, (ii) the mean latitude of seed

set records for that plant species, (iii) estimates of nitrogen depo-

sition over the past century at the location of a record, and (iv)

estimates of change in surface temperature over the past 60 years.

To assess changes in the frequency of mast years, we used the

standard deviate method [36] to categorize mast years (years of

https://listserv.umd.edu/archives/ecolog-l.html
https://listserv.umd.edu/archives/ecolog-l.html
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Figure 2. (a) The coefficient of variation (CVp) of seed set between years increased over time. Trend line is from a subject-centred linear mixed-effects model. Error
around the trend line was assessed by bootstrap estimation of model error and only reflects error in estimates of fixed effects. Points are back-transformed residual
values of CVp for each species – time period from a model not informed by time period. Points were plotted at the beginning of each time period. The model
accounted for species-level differences in seed set and the potentially confounding factor of mean seed set within a time period. (b) The increase in CVp of seed set
over time was greater for plant species (dots) that displayed a high CVp throughout the entire sampling period. (Online version in colour.)

Table 1. Predictors of increase in CVp among the 78 plant species with
at least 23 years of records of CVp. Comparative statistical tests took into
account plant phylogenetic relationships using a pGLS framework.

predictor standardized b F p

log(mean CV) 0.013 35.5 ,0.0001

latitude 0.000 0.0 0.98

temperature increase 0.001 0.2 0.65

nitrogen deposition 20.001 0.2 0.70
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extremely high seed set) within each of the 1086 data series. We

then split the data into 20-year time periods as described above.

We constructed a generalized linear mixed model with a bino-

mial error distribution in which the frequency of mast years

within a given time period was predicted by time period and

included random effects of plant species and observation (seed

set record by time period). Models that were weighted by the

number of individuals failed to converge, but the trend in the

non-converged model was qualitatively identical to models that

were not weighted by the number of individuals. Therefore, we

present unweighted analysis for the frequency of mast years.

All statistical analyses were conducted in R using lmer
and glmer functions in the lme4 package, gls function in the

nlme package and the ape package for handling phylogenetic

information [37–40].
3. Results
(a) Is variation in seed set (CVp) changing over time?
CVp of seed set increased over time (x2 ¼ 24.9, d.f. ¼ 1, p ,

0.001; figure 2a). We found a similar increase in CVp

when we limited the dataset to the two most sampled plant

families (Fagaceae and Pinaceae), as sampling within

these groups has been relatively consistent between time

periods (x2 ¼ 14.2, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.001). Likewise, within each

of these families, we observed an increase in CVp over time

(Fagaceae: x2 ¼ 9.1, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.002; Pinaceae: x2 ¼ 4.5,

d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.035). The frequency of exceptional mast years

did not increase over the past century when considering all

species (x2 ¼ 0.1, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.81; electronic supplementary

material S4) or only those with high seed set CVp (upper quar-

tile of seed set CVp; x2 ¼ 0.4, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.53), suggesting

that the increase in CVp was due to a paucity of average

seed set years and not due to a change in the frequency of

extreme seed set events. As direct evidence for this, skewness

increased with time (x2 ¼ 9.6, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.002), indicating

that the distribution of seed set records tended to have

longer right-hand tails in later years.

Because no single study covered the entire 115-year time

span, differences among studies could inflate or mask changes
in CVp over time. We tested this by centring data around indi-

vidual studies, which made all differences in CVp over time

attributable to directional changes in CVp over the course of

individual studies [35]. The results still exhibited a clear pattern

of increase in CVp over time (x2 ¼ 6.63, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.010) even

when differences among studies were removed. Finally, ana-

lyses indicated that the results were insensitive to the length

of the period over which CVp was calculated, its start date

or the minimum number of years for a record to be included

(electronic supplementary material S3). In addition, we found

no indication that methodological changes in assessing seed

set affect our estimate of CVp change over time (electronic sup-

plementary material S1). Likewise, the exclusion of the earliest

(1900–1919) and latest (2000–2014) time periods from the data

did not change the trend towards increasing CVP over time

(electronic supplementary material S1). A simulation approach

in which we randomized the order of time bins to create a null

distribution of slopes and model fits, suggested that CVp had

increased to a greater degree over time than expected by

chance (electronic supplementary material S4).

(b) Which plant species show the greatest change in
seed set variation (CVp) over time?

There was considerable variation among plant species in how

CVp of seed set changed over time. Using the 79 plant species
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with the longest seed set records, we calculated the decadal

increase in CVp of seed set for each species. We found the

plant species that had the most variable seed set became

more variable over time than plant species that had relatively

consistent seed sets between years (pGLS, F1,74 ¼ 35.5, p ,

0.0001; figure 2b and table 1). We found the same relationship

when change in CVp was represented as percentage increase

in CV (pGLS, F1,74 ¼ 18.8, p , 0.0001). We found no support

for the hypothesis that these differences were driven geogra-

phically; that is, species in more polar habitats were not

becoming more variable over time compared to species at

lower latitudes (table 1). Likewise, an increase in CVp was

not associated with plant species in regions that have experi-

enced greater temperature increases over the past 60 years

(table 1), nor was an increase in CVp associated with regions

that had experienced greater nitrogen deposition (table 1).
4. Discussion
There are many reasons why inter-annual variation in seed

set of perennial plants may be increasing, particularly for

plant species with a tendency towards masting behaviour.

We carefully explored the evidence and found a directional

increase in CVp over time. Our data suggest that the mechan-

isms driving this trend are neither a product of any obvious

single factor of global change, nor are they predicted by a

plant’s geographical distribution.

The lack of a simple explanation for increasing CVp is per-

haps not surprising. Past studies that have looked for patterns

in aspects of the abiotic environment that influence mast years
have yielded clear patterns in some cases, such as with the

plants of New Zealand [9], but not in other cases, such as the

genus Quercus [41]. The lack of a simple, single-factor expla-

nation for an increase in CVp suggests that multiple factors

may be driving the observed increase in CVp. As an analogy,

multiple factors (including a changing climate, altered man-

agement practices, and introduced herbivores and diseases)

have profoundly shaped forests worldwide, and this multi-

plicity of factors has had clear directional impacts leading to

declines in forest health at a global scale [42–44].

We propose two hypotheses that could explain an increase

in CVp of seed set over time (figure 3). First, several studies that

have tracked the variation of seed set over resource gradients

have found that plants that grow in more stressful, resource-lim-

ited environments tend to have greater CV of seed set

[14,15,19,45] (figure 3a). A hallmark of the environmental

stress hypothesis is that more resource-limited plants also

tend to produce a smaller long-term mean seed set. For

example, more water-limited oaks produced smaller long-

term seed crops that were more variable from year to year

[45,46], and temperate tree individuals that produced lower

average seed crops also tended to have greater year-to-year

variability [47]. Our analysis here lends support to this hypoth-

esis because as CVp has increased, mean seed crops have

decreased. Additional support for this hypothesis could come

from analysing individual-level CV of seed crops (CVi) and syn-

chrony (S). The resource limitation hypothesis would suggest

that CVi should increase over time, while S should not

change. Researchers have documented multivariate changes

to forests globally including changes to abiotic conditions,

forest practices and biotic stressors that each contribute to
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greater environmental stress [42–44]. An increasing CVp of seed

set may be a symptom of these changes.

Alternatively, increasing CVp may reflect greater variabil-

ity in weather conditions to the extent that seed set tracks

weather (figure 3b). Consistent with the climate variability

hypothesis, recent studies have found increasing variability

in inter-annual weather, including a trend towards greater

large-magnitude climatic events, and greater spatial

synchrony in weather patterns [48–50]. Support for the

climate variability hypothesis would come from a correlation

between increasing CV of weather and increasing CVp of

seed set. Additionally, studies that determine the mechanistic

link between weather and seed set variation will be

important in testing this hypothesis [3].

A clear trend in our analysis was that increases in CVp are

more pronounced in species that have a tendency towards

masting. This observation is consistent with both the environ-

mental stress hypothesis and the environmental variability

hypothesis because the CVp of seed set of masting species is

thought to be more responsive to resource status and weather

than plant species that exhibit little variation in seed set.

More strongly masting species are thought to actively use

weather events and internal resource dynamics to achieve the

benefits of high CVp, whereas other species may benefit from

low CVp if they are animal-pollinated or dispersed [2,51]. Like-

wise, we showed that changes in CVp are not caused by

changing frequency of mast events, as some mechanistic

models of masting have predicted [12,13], but rather by a

further skewing of the distribution of seed sets of plants

away from a normal distribution.

Increased variability in seed set is likely to have a signifi-

cant effect on animal populations, which often have difficulty

tracking highly variable resources [6]. Current predictions

about the consequences of more variation in resources include

lower herbivore populations in ecosystems such as boreal

forests that are dominated by masting trees [52], increased
omnivory of animals (such as increased garbage pilfering by

bears in areas where acorns or piñon are primary bear

resources [53]) and restriction of animal species to regions

with food resources other than mast crops [54]. At the same

time, because high inter-annual variation in seed set is typically

thought to be adaptive due to economies of scale in seed

production [2], plants could possibly benefit from higher

inter-annual variation in seed set.

High inter-annual variation in seed set has shaped current

food webs, and increasing variation in seed set will probably

have profound consequences for plants, their herbivores and

even more distantly connected taxa. We found evidence that

seed set variation is increasing, especially in plant taxa that

already have a tendency towards high variation, and we

posit two hypotheses to explain the observed directional

change in seed set variability. Our study is key to the ongoing

debate about how global change will affect masting, because

we demonstrate a clear historical directional change in CVp.

The direction of the change towards higher CVp lends support

to models of masting that can predict such a change [14,15,45],

and suggests caution in extrapolating from models that predict

no change or a decrease in CVp [9,10,12].
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